EXHIBIT G
The Official Code of Georgia Annotated (OCGA) provides users with the official Georgia statutes, fully annotated and including guidance from the Georgia Code Commission. If you live or work in Georgia, the OCGA is the essential reference you need to guide you quickly and efficiently in understanding the Georgia statutory scheme. Key features include:

• 48 volumes plus current cumulative supplement including three index volumes
• Official state statutes, fully annotated with explanatory notes
• Comprehensive index, replaced annually
• Fully annotated cumulative supplements published annually within 75 days of receipt of all acts from the legislature

The Official Code of Georgia's copious annotations help you expand your research and include:

• Decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court, the Supreme Court of Georgia, the Courts of Appeals of Georgia, and all federal cases arising in Georgia
• Opinions of the Georgia Attorney General
• State law reviews
• ALR
• American Jurisprudence
• American Jurisprudence, Pleading and Practice
• American Jurisprudence, Proof of Facts
• American Jurisprudence, Trials
• Corpus Juris Secundum
• Uniform Laws Annotated
• Cross reference notes to statutes, rules, and regulations including the United States Code and the Official Compilation of the Rules and Regulations of the State of Georgia
• All case citations are Shepardized® for accuracy and relevant subsequent history

The fully annotated Georgia Rules of Court is available separately in a convenient softbound format at an affordable price, as well as on CD-ROM and online at lexis.com, Georgia Advance Annotated Service (AAS), published quarterly, and the Citator, providing comprehensive citations, are also available separately.

Take advantage of this special low price for customers residing in Georgia, or call 1-800-223-1940 for out-of-state pricing.
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